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This journal collections provide various analysis on how social and political dynamics impacted
the representations of gender representations in literatures produced in China, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan. The first section discusses the development of female subjectivity in Chinese literature from
a historical point of view. The second section, on the other hand, compares the literatures produced in

the three regions, through which the readers can understand how different political/social factors
uniquely shape the formation of female subjectivity in these three regions, as well as the portrayal of
female sexuality and its association with feminism movement in late 90s China. For my research I
will mainly focus on those analysis of mainland Chinese writers, especially whose work was
published around 1990.
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This essay provides an in-depth analysis the works of one of the most renowned contemporary
Chinese feminist poet, Zhai Yongming. Zhai has been promoting feminism through her works since
early 80s, which allows me to see if the transitions of Du's models can fit in her archive. This essay
particularly deal with Zhai's work produced in early 21st Century, in which Da discusses how Zhai
connect the idea of 21st century feminist poets with China's modernization. Therefore, this piece is
crucial to understand the development of feminine identity and its association with China's
modernization in the new century.
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This is a literature review of Mo Yan's Big Breast and Wide Hips. Despite the fact that this
novel was published in late 90s, the story is rather retrospective and focuses on a struggle of one
single household from pre-independent China till the economic reform in late 70s. The portrayal of
women in this novel, especially the role of the mother, is rather unorthodox comparing to others that
resemble a Maoist era female identity, namely his bold and sometimes controversial emphasis on
female body and sexuality. Therefore, this novel provides a new understanding of feminine identity
from a male's perspective. It also allows me to obverse the complexity of mainland China's
contemporary feminist ideas and female subjectivity by comparing this novel with other works I
select.
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This research article scrutinizes a group of contemporary female writers rising from the late 90s
mainland China, whose works particularly deal with an unprecedented and bold representation of
female sexuality. According to the article, the authors would often play with the stereotypical female
subjectivity while recklessly exploring the beauty of female body. The author argues that this group
of female writers have inspired other aspiring younger female writers to pursue the similar topic.
These beauty writers' works definitely align with Du's model of 90s "Bad Girl" and indicate a more
recent phase of feminist ideals in contemporary mainland China. I will compare these with other
works I select, especially those of Zhai, in order to observe the influences of modernization on

female subjectivity and sexuality portrayed in contemporary Chinese literatures.

